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Fort Horsted
Commenced
Completed
Cost                  £
Map Reference
Position

Type
Ditch
Guns
Barrack Accom.
Present use

History

Disposal
Condition
Access

Sources

1880
1889 
Not known 
TQ 752651 
South of Chatham 

Land front/ polygonal 
Dry 
Never armed 

Office 

Ammunition depot WWII 

Sold 1961 
Under development
By arrangement

Gulvin, ‘Chatham’s Concrete Ring’ 

Never armed
WWII
3.7-inch
Bofors A.A. battery

Caponiers

Counterscarp
galleries

Haxo casemates

Moncrieff Pits

none

Three

None

None

Horsted, the largest of the Chatham forts, was commenced in 1880 and completed, after some delay,
in 1889. It was intended to be the strong point of the line, defending the London Road. It is built to a
trace resembling a large arrowhead pointing out from the front. Like Fort Borstal it has two rows of
casemates, and the two rows are connected by a broad tunnel. The forward casemates provided living
accommodation for the gun crews, together with an artillery store. To their right was a laboratory.
The main rear (gorge) casemates have six rooms on the left of the tunnel and seven on the right,
probably for barrack accommodation also. The main magazines are off to the left of the main tunnel.
Ten expense magazines in pairs for shell and cartridge connected by a tunnel run round in a half
circle. Lifts connect each with six serving rooms on the ramparts above. The ramparts are plain with
no prepared emplacements. The ditch, revetted in concrete, has three counterscarp galleries whilst the
entrance and bridge is flanked by gun rooms on either side.  The fort had large reservoirs which also
supplied Forts Bridgewoods and Luton via pipelines. 

During WW2 the fort mounted 3.7-inch and Bofors A.A. guns and acted as an ammunition store, and
it remained in care and maintenance until being sold in 1961. 

The fort was used for a while as a tyre storage facility by a tyre disposal company. In 1997 it was sold
at auction to Avondale Environmental Services Ltd. It has now been cleared and parts converted for
use as a comprehensive business centre including meeting and conference facilities.
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